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l.INTRODUCTION

Let us consider an equation of the type

q: Lu + f onO x (0, T), (2 c. Rd

with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Here we denoted by Z a differen-

tial operator in space while/is a given function. The unknown function z is as-

sumed to be suffieiently smooth.
By spatial discretization, using spectral methods withN,, i = I , dpoints in

each dimension, we get a set of ordinary differential equations

Vr-- F(t, n ,V(t) e RN, F: Rx.RN-+ RN

with N: Nr*...^Nr. This system is large and stiff, which implies serious difficul-
ties both inìtoragé'and effective computation of the solutions.

Taking into account the fact that the stiffiress character as well as an explicit
approach lead to severe restriction for the time-step, the implicit nethods seern to

UJttre best fit to such problens. Our goal is to irnprove the mentioned inrplicit
procedure by considering some "ahnost" explicit schemes. Precisely a Pure implicit
procedure will be considered only for the dominant directions while the rest of the

systemis explicitly solved. We also ¡ernark that the limitation of the time-step will
bã observed from the point of view of a better accuracy and not any more of the

stability condition,

2. CORRECTION IN THE DOMIN^A.NT SPACE METHOD

We present this method on the ZDheat equation

u,: uu*u* on f): (-1, 1) x (-1, 1) , t> 0

ulaç :o
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(3) eD1¡ - \.^oh vowf
È=l

For large N, the comput¿tion and storage of whole basis of the eigenvectors

arìd eigçnvalues as well as of exp ( 4h) could be clifficult.

The explicit numerical methods for system (l) essentially replace matrix (3)

with a par-tial sum

ohr
ü(

Since sorne of tlie eigenvalues are of order O(N4), it is necessary to choose a very
small tirue-step å in order to ensure both the stability ancl the accuracy , Through
the cor¡ection in the dominant space method [4], the solution of system (1) is
approximated by some explicit metliod followed by the corrections on the domi-
nant rlirection, By this correction, the coefficients of the explicit solution corre-
sponding to large (in rnodulus) eigenvalues Ào are replaced by the coefficients of
the exact solution or by the coefficients arising from an unconditionally stable

irnplicit rncthod.

in the ease of the morlified Euler method, the algorithm is

(4),r = r + ü.ø[y-ni( ¿r,, -L- ,.kh-*t{'\,r*i" 2 ã( 
- .K' 2 )

wlrere ?1,...,?'¡4are the tlominant eigenvalues (i.e. real, negative and maximal in
modulus).

The matrix Iis computed in apreprocessing stage and afterwards the proce-
dtue t¡ecornes explieit. The restrictions that stability imposes on the time-step are
just those that woulef arise if the dominant eigenvalues were not present.

3. NUMERICAI. EXÂIVTPLES

As arr example, in the case of us(x,y) - sin f (x+1) sinm @+l), with lhe exact

solntion u(xSt,t): exp (-.5n2r./4) sin fi {*+l) sirrn þ+1) we get tbe followin g clata

0n= T(J" TrU,*
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u(x, y,0): us(x, l)
using for the spatial discretization the chebyshev-collocation spectral method,

ontheGauss-Lobattopointsx,:cos(iæll'{),yr:cos(iælÐ, 
i,i:0,I,"',N'weget

(1) 
u(o) = uo

where Uis the matrix u (x¡,lp t) , i,i : 1,"', N -1, 4 is the second ortler colloca-

tio' derivatio' matrix oì hid Cuuts-Lobatto points with Dirichlet conditions and

Dfrr is the transpos e of fi. One has, cf'[1], for i = 0'1'"''N'J:0'1'"''N

g (-Ð'.'
cj x¡- xj

ú;u,= üu +u

l<i=j<N-'1
1

(D"),,i =

6

2Nz +I
6

i=j--o

T= J = lY

and r\ = ({rí),,, ,i , i = 1, ..., N - t), *r,r."

fz l=o,N
o=1, i=r,...,N-l

The exact solution of system (1) , in the matrix fonn, is

(2) U(t,, + h) = eDth U(t,,)eD|'h

for n:0, 1, ,., where lo:0 and 1,,+r: tu+ h [2]'"^ '" 
L;¿ io,;r.;*, f-i, ¡f-i U" dfrJ eigänvaluls, the right and the left (cohrmn)

eigenvectors of Dl¿, i'e'

D\'o=Ìr¡v¡, *Iü=xoú ' k--l'"''N-1

It is shown [3] that Ào are distinct, negative ¡eal Dumtrers and consequentiy
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witbout correction

h max. en
0.01 0.004

0.0006 <10'

0.000125 <10-6

with correction

l¡ max. e¡r
0.025 0.002

0.003 0.00003

0.0016 <10"0

Ir, "' Il/

-214.3',123

-201.6042
-3174.79
-3137.74

-15869.8
-1s790.7
-2831.7
-2821.2
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ON A PROCESS FOR OBTAINING ITERATIVE FORMULAS
oF HTGHER ORDER FOR ROOTS OF EQUATIONS

where l¿ is the biggest time-step chosen to ensu¡e the stability.
In the p¡esence of a source tenn nr nonhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions,

the diseretized system (1) becomes nonhomogeneous

U,= üU +LI ftr + F

U(0) = Lr,

with the exact solution
td+h

U(t,, + h) = eDîh U(t,)eD¿r' + ! eDî('s'-')f(") 
"nir('+n-l 

*

D.M. SIMET]NOVIó

(Belgrad)

If the trapezoidal rule is used, an approximaiion of the solution is

1. Let

(1) x*r:f(x,),k:0,1,2,...
be an iterative method for finding the root x: a of the real or complex equation
F(-.v):0.

For the iterative method (l) which converges to x: a, we say it is of order frif
(2) Irn*, - ol : o(lx,-alk) , n-+ Ø .

If the function/(.r) is & times differentiable in a neighborhood of the lirnit
point x : a, tbenthe iterative method (l) is of order fr if and only if
(3) f (o): a,-f'(o):.f"(a):...:J:(k-r) (o): 0 ,¡@(a)t0.

u(t,,+h)=eDïh

ancl algorithm (4) irecomes

(Jr*t _ T

(,0,,) * 1, ç,¡)","0 , *F þ,, + h)

(r" * ln ç,,¡)r' t !!- r (t,,-,) 2. In [6] Theoren i is given which represents the consequence ofa theorem
proved in [], In [2] Theorem 2 is proved, We state here these theorems,

Tnnonpv L Let (1) be an iterative method of order k (> 2), and lei' the

function f (x) be k+Itimes dffirentiable in a neighborhood of the limil point
x: a. Th.en

with the same ?" We note that the time-step carr be changerJ without any inatrix
inversion matters, it being constmined only to conditions arising froln accuracy,
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is an iterative method of order at least k*'l,

THEOREM 2. Let (l) be an iterativemethod of order k. Let thefunctíonJ@) be

k+l times differentiable in a neighborhood of the limít point x : a and let

,f' (o) * k.Then
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